
Richard Friedberg –

Richard Friedberg, my Ph.d mentor, is one of the most brilliant and humble person I have

encountered in my life. I got together with him after 34 years near his home in New York city.

Over a leisurely dinner (for about 3 hours) we caught up with all those years and our conversation

touched a diverse range of topics. After I presented him with the copy of my book, “Butterfly in

the Quantum World”, Richard showed me his correspondence with Douglas Hofstadter. In 1987,

he wrote 5 letters to Doug of which only four have survived. Doug replied about two years later.

See the link on the web page for the scanned copies of these letters. Richard is a great admirer of

Doug and considers his book Gödel Escher and Bach, a brilliant piece of work.
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FIG. 1: At Manhattan Dinner ( 2432 Broadway on 96 street)) on May 18, 2017

Our conversation included many topics such as Fermat’s last theorem, his Ph.d work with

T.D Lee and Luttinger. We also briefly talked about his daughter, highly accomplished juggler

and his son, an actor. Finally we gravitated towards his work on foundations of quantum physics.

I learned that he had proven independently what became known as the Bell’s theorem. This has

been acknowledged by the physicist and historian Max Jammer in his book, “The Conceptual

Development of Quantum Mechanics. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1966; 2nd ed: New York:

American Institute of Physics, 1989”. Interesting, in a google search, “Max Jammer, Richard

Friedberg”, there is a link,

<https://groups.google.com/forum/#!topic/foar/A_ghLKO1Sbo%

5B376-400%5D> which states: Note that the logician Richard Friedberg found them

before Bell, as you can study in the book by Max Jammer, which is rather nice too ..)
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Richard continues to work on foundation of quantum mechanics and is collaborating with

Pierre Hohenberg on this. They has already published a paper together: “ Compatible Quantum

Theory, R. Friedberg, P.C. Hohenberg, Rep. Prog. Phys. 77, 2014, 092001 - 092035” and

presently are writing another one. Before meeting Richard, I also met Pierre Hohenberg ( at

an Indian restaurant “Haveli” in Washington Square on May 11, 2017 ) where I learned about their

collaboration. Pierre suggested I contact Richard, in spite of my earlier unsuccessful attempts to

reach him.
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